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TO OPEN 
NEXT FALL
LEARNING SPACE:
Welder Chad 
Merren works on 
the construction 
site of the new 
science laboratory 
building. The 
building is still 
on schedule to 
open next fall 
and will include 
classrooms, 
research labs, 
study spaces and 
other educational 
spaces.
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 he new science laboratory build­
ing being constructed on Grand 
Valley State University’s Allendale 
Campus is on schedule to open in 
time for next fall, according to Fa­
cilities Planning officials.
Project Manager Shannon Sullivan and Asso­
ciate Vice President for Facilities Planning James 
Moyer said the $55 million building was made a top 
priority when requesting funding from the state.
“STEM (science, technology, engineering and 
math) related education is a key component in 
the state of Michigan’s efforts to improve educa­
tion and reverse the loss of population to other 
states,” Sullivan said. “At the university, science 
labs are in great demand by the students aspiring 
to the health related programs.”
Chair of the biomedical sciences department, 
Dan Bergman, said the science laboratory building 
will also open up class opportunities.
“(The science building) allows increases in 
some of the labs for general education programs,” 
Bergman said. “Teaching labs and lecture seats 
will be opening up.”
Bergman said they can now expand the number 
of courses and help to keep science students gradu­
ating in four years.
Sullivan said the biology department will be the
building’s main new occupant and will be joined by 
movement sciences and some staff from informa­
tion technology.
“The building has nine general purpose class­
rooms, 15 teaching laboratories, one computa­
tional research lab, 14 faculty/student research 
laboratories, a greenhouse, eight student study 
spaces, 160 plus faculty and staff offices, 10 con­
ference rooms and graduate assistant and stu­
dent offices,” Sullivan said.
Moyer added that the building will have a mar­
ketplace in the adjacent building with Starbucks 
Coffee Co. as well as a sheltered walkway on the
SEE BUILDING ON AS
PERSPECTIVE: Award-winning broadcaster, NPR journalist and writer Scott Simon will 
visit GVSU to speak about the changes in the journalism industry and his experiences.
Award-winning journalist 
to share experinces, tips
BY SARAH HILLENBRANO
EDITORIALiaLANTHORN.COM
t Grand Valley 
State University, 
many events 
are hosted as 
part of the Fall 
Arts Celebration to expose 
students to different forms 
of art and develop their own 
perspectives on various art 
forms. On Oct. 6, award-win­
ning broadcaster, journalist 
and writer Scott Simon will 
come to GVSU to speak to 
students about his expertise 
and how these fields have 
been drastically changing 
over the years.
“A key part of a good lib­
eral education is developing 
an appreciation for the arts, 
so first of all the Fall Arts Cel­
ebration provides different 
kinds of co-curricular oppor­
tunities to begin developing 
that appreciation,” said Fred­
erick Antczak, dean of the 
college of liberal arts and sci­
ences. “FAC events are always 
free, so they’re affordable for 
students and to community 
members, for whom this is an 
outreach from the university.”
Simon’s resume includes 
hosting National Public 
Radio’s “Weekend Edition 
Saturday,” hosting the PBS 
television show “Backstage 
With...” and being a guest
host on the CBS program 
“Nightwatch” and CNBC’s 
“Talkback Live.” Addition­
ally, he has been an essayist 
and commentator on NBC’s 
“Weekend Today,” “NOW 
with Bill Mayers,” been on 
ESPN and written several 
bestselling books.
“We wanted to bring a 
major figure in broadcasting 
and journalism in order to 
highlight our new broadcast­
ing-journalism curriculum,” 
Antczak said. “...So the spot­
light isn’t just on Mr. Simon, 
but on the high quality of our 
communication programs
SEE SPEAKER ON AS
Starting conversations 
about race and gender
Women's Commission hosts "Orange is the New Black" event
BY STEPHANIE BRZEZIN8KI
ASSISTANTNEWSiaLANTHORN.COM
he Grand Valley State Uni­
versity Women’s Commission 
is hosting a new event called 
“Conscious Conversations - 
Race & Gender in ‘Orange is 
the New Black’” at noon today in Room 1104 
in the Kirkhof Center. The event is open to 
all students, faculty and staff, and partici­
pants are encouraged to bring a lunch.
Kristen Evans, GVSU housing interim as­
signments and occupancy manager, said the 
Women’s Commission executive board met dur­
ing the summer to discuss ways 
to be more active in the commu­
nity rather than only sponsoring 
events and award ceremonies.
“The commission is looking to 
increase awareness and commu­
nication around issues pertinent 
to women,” Evans said. “We hope 
to increase overall participation 
in the commission and ultimately 
return the commission to its for­
mer role as a source of advocacy 
for women on campus.”
Evans said attendance at the 
Women’s Commission meetings 
is normally low, but attendance 
is high at their events. Conscious Conversa­
tions is a monthly series that emerged as a so­
lution to these problems.
“The invitation to discuss a particular topic 
is more inviting than attending a meeting,” 
she said. “An individual can come just once 
and never again, or they can participate every 
month. The topics are, we hope, of a compel­
ling nature that will peak the interest of many 
individuals across campus.”
She added that these events will raise 
awareness about the topics to people even 
if they do not attend the conversation. The 
Women’s Commission will do this through
email reminders, which will include links to 
videos or articles related to the topic of the 
next Conscious Conversation.
Amanda Grant, a GVSU senior and execu­
tive board member of Out ‘N’ About, said she 
cannot attend the event, but she watches “Or­
ange is the New Black.” Grant said she thinks 
one of the most interesting elements of the 
Netflix show is its direct confrontation of real 
issues, such as sexual assault, racism, relation­
ships and the abuse of authority.
“I feel that it has done wonders in terms 
of representation for women, people of color 
and LGBT folk, especially those whose iden­
tities encompass more than one 
of those traits,” she said. ‘“Or­
ange is the New Black’ shows us 
a lot more about women than 
most mainstream media that 
would rather have them as props 
for male fantasies.”
Overall, Grant approves of the 
show because it brings racially 
and sexually diverse women with 
different life experiences together 
into the prison system and into 
the homes of countless viewers.
“Diversity is one of the most 
critical components of a liberal 
education,” Grant said. “Shows 
like ‘Orange is the New Black’ can 
make it more accessible for people, especially 
younger people, to start conversations about so­
cial issues because it gives realistic examples of 
how people’s privileges, or lack thereof, can af­
fect their lives.”
For future seasons of the show, Grant said she 
hopes they acknowledge the main character’s bi­
sexuality and include even more diversity in the 
racial, ethnic and sexual groups represented.
GO TO:
www. g vs u. edu/wcommission
FOR MORE INFORMATION ABOUT THE GVSU 
WOMEN'S COMMISSION
‘The commission 
is looking 
to increase 
awareness and 
communication 
around issues...”
KRISTEN EVANS
WOMEN'S
COMMISSION
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TOASTMASTERS MEETIN6
The Grand Valley State Univereity Toastmasters 
will meet at 7:30 p.m. tonight in the University Club, 
located in Room 107C in the OeVos Center on the 
Pew Campus. The Allendale Toastmasters meets 
every Wednesday at noon in the Kirkhof Center.
Toastmasters is an international club that focus­
es on leadership and communication development.
At the meetings, members improve their speaking 
skills through prepared speeches and impromptu 
presentations, called Table Topics. Members are 
then evaluated and given constructive feedback.
For more information, visit www.8177.toastmas- 
tersclubs.org/ or contact Elaine Benoit benoite© 
gvsu.edu with any questions.
OVERNIGHT SERVICE TRIP
The Community Service Learning Center at Grand 
Valley State University is sponsoring an overnight vol­
unteer trip beginning on Friday at 4 p.m. Students will 
spend Saturday volunteering at Kent County Parks.
The event is open to any GVSU student who loves 
helping the community, meeting new people and 
earning service hours for their resume.
To register, visit www.gvsu.edu/service/overnight- 
service-trip-73.htm. Contact murnenla@gvsu.edu for 
more information.
WE QUESTION WHILE WE WALK
The community is invited to Grand Valley State 
University for the presentation “We Question While 
We Walk: Building Community through Popular 
Education in Albany Park, Chicago." This event will 
happen at 7 p.m. on Friday in Room 2215/2216 of the 
Kirkhof Center.
Two people will discuss their work in popular 
education in the immigrant neighborhood of Albany 
Park, Chicago where a bilingual adult high school 
called the Centro Autbnomo is located. This com­
munity center offers a safe place for people to share 
stories, meet neighbors and work on projects. The 
talk will include information on immigrants’ rights 
and community building, with a focus on changing 
the world through teaching.
For more information, contact Jeff Gibson at gib- 
sojef@gvsu.edu.
CHILDREN’S RESCUE RACE
Lace up those tennis shoes and get ready to 
run at the first Children’s Rescue Race Challenging 
Heights 5K walk/run at Grand Valley State University 
beginning at 9:30 a.m. on Saturday. The event will 
raise money to rescue trafficked children from 
the fishing slave industry in Ghana, West Africa. 
Participants will meet at the clock tower in front of 
the Kirkhof Center on the Allendale Campus.
Challenging Heights is a GVSU service and advoca­
cy organization that hopes to raise awareness about 
human trafficking in Ghana through education, pre­
sentations and other fundraising events on campus.
For more information, visit www.child- 
rensrescuerace5k.weebly.com/ or contact 
childrensrescuerace5k@gmail.com.
KCON STILL OFFERING FLU SHOTS
The Grand Valley State University Kirkhof College 
of Nursing is still offering flu shots to members of 
the GVSU community. Appointments can be made at 
the Family Health Center, located at 72 Sheldon Blvd. 
SE in Grand Rapids. Flu shots are free of charge to 
GVSU faculty and cost $25 for students. Students 
may charge the fee to their student accounts. Walk- 
ins are welcome during the Family Health Center’s 
office hours, or an appointment may be made by 
calling (616) 988-877Q.
For additional information, visit www.gvsu.edu/fhc.
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BUILDING
CONTINUED FROM A1
the north side of the building.
Neil MacDonald, chair of the biology department, said the new 
building will offer students a better learning environment.
“All the new labs will be modem laboratories that will be 
sized correctly to the courses that will be sized in them,” Mac­
Donald said. “In the new building we won’t have to do so much 
sharing of labs.”
When biology moves out of Padnos and Henry Halls, the emp­
ty space will be occupied by biomedical sciences. Bergman said 
this move will cause a ripple effect around campus.
“When biology moves to the new science building, we also be­
gin to move out of other buildings. We have faculty in Mackinac
and classes in lake halls. Science lectures moving back to Padnos
and Henry frees up space for other departments, Bergman said.
Bergman said that currently there are 1,255 students with bio­
medical science majors at GVSU.
“You see a bunch of other departments come through our 
doors as well” Bergman said. “There are another 1,000 plus stu­
dents trying to take the same classes as BMS students.
Rcroman agrees this was a top priority project and said that the
tory space on campus. ..
“Padnos and Henry were built 20 years ago, Bergman said 
“Grand Valley has continued to grow over the past 20 years. At 
this point, student interest and enrollment have continued to 
grow. Twenty years ago the buildings fulfilled those needs, but 
not anymore.”
ON SCHEDULE: Cliff Floyd works on the construction site of the new science building on the GVSU Allendale Campus. The 
building will be the biology department’s new home, and biomedical sciences will move to Padnos and Henry Halls.
SPEAKER
CONTINUED FROM A1
and their acuity and nim­
bleness in adapting to the 
demands of the moment 
while still giving a deeply 
humane education that will 
support all the changes in 
the times to come.”
Simon’s lecture, titled 
“Professional Journalism in 
a DIY Age,” will focus on 
the questions and challenges 
that are vital to journalism, 
democracy and personal 
sanity in the news business, 
said Anthony Thompson, 
director of the school of 
communications and a pro­
fessor of photography.
“He typically interweaves 
personal stories with com­
mentary about the role of 
journalism in society and 
as a profession, particu­
larly within a democracy,” 
Thompson added.
Antczak said Simon was
chosen as a speaker because 
he is well informed, ac­
complished and a great role 
model for aspiring students. 
Simon’s experience includes 
reporting from all 50 states 
and every continent, cover­
ing a variety of topics includ­
ing wars, political campaigns, 
natural disasters and much 
more. He has won many 
awards for his reporting.
“Students can learn more 
about the importance of the 
news media in shaping our 
national character and the 
quality of our political dis­
course,” Thompson said. 
“But they will also hear from 
someone who has seen much 
of the world and who cares 
a great deal about the value 
and use of words to construct 
meaningful stories for others.”
Simons lecture will take 
place at GVSU’s Pew Cam­
pus on the second floor of 
the Eberhard Center at 7 
p.m. on Oct. 6.
DISTRIBUTION: Workers at the science building con­
struction site carry materials to where they are needed.
Cfivtpt U/£c ?
I am a singer and record producer 
born on September 3, 1975 in 
California. My father is famous for 
,.Jaunding the Motown record label. As 
part of the group LMFAO, I have 
performed on a few party anthems.
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Now Available Online 
at Barnes & Nobles and Amazon!
WHAT THEY DIDN’T TEACH YOU IN BUSINESS 
SCHOOL - AND WHAT YOU NEED TO KNOW.
In this tell-it-like-it-is casual narrative, the reader 
gets an inside look at the life of a corporate 
lobbyist from someone who lived it.
It provides unique insights into the widely 
misunderstood role of corporate government 
relations and how it affects public policy.
It is the go-to source for anyone interested in 
learning more about the complex and stimulating 
confluence of business, law, lobbying and politics.
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O
ermit the frog said “It 
isn’t easy being green,” 
but Grand Valley State 
University is working 
toward a greener and 
more sustainable future.
Recently, GVSU became the 
first campus in Michigan to be 
awarded LEED Platinum status by 
the U.S. Green Building Council 
with the Mary Idema Pew Library 
Learning and Infor­
mation Commons.
“Being more sus­
tainable is a way to 
assure a future for the 
next generation,” said 
lames Moyer, the as­
sociate vice president 
for facilities planning 
at GVSU. “Each time 
we consciously or 
unconsciously make 
a choice that con­
sumes less resources 
is a positive act for 
the future.”
The library uses a 
number of techniques to be sus­
tainable and cost effective, Moyer 
said. These include cost effective 
lighting with automatic dimmer 
switches, wall panels made from 
scrap wood, water efficient fix­
tures, storm water management 
systems and carbon dioxide sen­
sors, among others.
Moyer put the cost of these 
technologies into perspective.
“If an item costs a few pennies
more initially that saves dollars for 
the next 20 years, it is a step along 
a more sustainable path,” he said, 
adding that GVSU will continue to 
seek LEED certification in future 
building projects and renovations.
“If we manage to construct a 
more energy efficient structure, 
it results in a lower cost to op­
erate the building. This in turn 
translates to a long term reduc­
tion in cost to the students,” 
Moyer said.
The library is not 
the only facility to 
be recognized for 
its achievements in 
sustainability. En­
grained, a campus 
dining restaurant in 
the Connection, is 
one of only five res­
taurants in the state 
to be green certified 
by the Green Restau­
rant Association.
“This building 
was planned from the 
start with sustain­
ability in mind,” said 
Aaron Johnson, the food service 
director and campus dining sus­
tainability manager.
Johnson said they achieve 
sustainability through local pur­
chasing, energy efficient equip­
ment, reusable dining ware and 
compostable to-go boxes, as well 
as integrating new efforts as they 
become available. According to 
Johnson, these achievements are 
an important part of sustainability 
awareness and participation.
“Each time we... 
make a choice 
that consumes 
less resources is 
a positive act for 
the future.”
JAMES MOYER
FACILITIES 
PLANNING VP
“It is important to recognize all 
the hard work that we do toward 
sustainability,” Johnson said. ”(We 
want) to be a leading example in 
the industry and to educate our 
guests so they understand the
contribution they make toward 
sustainable efforts when they 
choose to dine with us.”
Sustainability-centered con­
struction is an important part of 
GVSU’s efforts to be a green cam­
pus, but it is only one part of a 
continuous process.
“Certification (in the GRA) 
was a four-month process,” John­
son said. “Living our intentions 
is ongoing.”
SUSTAINABLE STUDYING: Students take advantage of an outdoor study room in the Mary Idema Pew 
Library. Grand Valley State University is home to the only library in Michigan with a LEED Platinum status.
Two GV buildings recognized 
as trailblazers in sustainability
Redefining fresh food
Student-run farm provides food to campus
RIGHT OFF THE VINE: Kali Smolen and members of the Sustainable Agriculture Project grow food at a stu­
dent-run farm on Luce Street. They sell the produce to campus dining, where it is used at the Connection.
BY CARLY SIMPSON
ASSOCIATEOLANTHORN.COM
tudents at Grand 
Valley State Univer­
sity will now have 
access to fresh, lo­
cal produce grown 
near Allendale. On Sept. 22, the 
Sustainable Agriculture Project, a 
farm run by four GVSU student in­
terns and volunteers, began to sell 
their produce to campus dining. 
Right now, their food is mainly be­
ing sold at the Connection.
“It excites me to know that 
some of the food in the Connec­
tion is now being sourced from 
the SAP,” said Dana Eardley, an 
intern at the SAP. “This partner­
ship holds great potential, and I 
look forward to seeing how this 
relationship grows with time. I 
am appreciative that students will 
have the piece of mind to know 
where some of their food is com­
ing from and to know that it was 
grown with sustainable practices.
“I also think that the struggle for
Depression 
[Screening Day
Thursday, October 9th
Allendale
Klrkhof Center: I0;00a-4:00p 
Rec Center: I0:00a-2:00p
Grand Rapids
Devos C: io:ooa-2:oop 
(study area) ; - ; ; —
Former Lakers share 
stories of Peace Corps
us to get into campus dining gives 
us the opportunity to enter into 
an important dialogue surround­
ing why these barriers exist in our 
food system. It helps members of 
the Farm Club and members of 
the community consider how we 
must navigate making appropriate 
changes in the food system so that 
sourcing locally is not the exception 
but becomes commonplace for in­
stitutions like Grand Valley.”
SEE LOCAL FOOD ON AB
MOTMAN'S
FARM MARKET
(616) 677-1525
2617 River Hill Dr, Grand Rapids, Ml 49534 
4.5 miles west of Standale on M-45 
Stop in and check out our
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BY DREW HOWARD
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University is inviting 
students interested 
in joining the Peace 
Corps to attend an 
event “What is the Peace Corps 
Really Like?” The event, happen­
ing tonight at 7 p.m., will focus on 
illustrating what one can expect 
when they travel overseas as well as 
illuminating the ins and outs of the 
Peace Corps program.
Students on the 
fence in their decision 
to join the Peace Corps 
will find relatability in 
the events three GVSU 
alumnae speeakers, all 
of whom ended their 
sessions with the hu­
manitarian organiza­
tion quite recently.
Anel Guel, Jillian 
Zirnhelt and Lyndia 
McMullen are all set 
to speak at the event 
about their recent ex­
periences abroad.
An international 
relations major, Guel graduated 
from GVSU in 20 ll but knew she 
wanted to join the Peace Corps as 
early as her junior year. After a long 
and stretched out application pro­
cess, Guel officially joined the pro­
gram in June of 2012.
“Today the Peace Corps needs a 
higher number of volunteers, so it’s 
more common for people to choose 
their position and destination in 
the application process,” Guel said. 
“When I applied, it was a complete 
surprise as to where I was going.”
Guel ended up serving in Car-
“You have to be 
open-minded and 
up for anything 
that might 
happen.”
JILLIAN ZIRNHELT
PEACE CORPS 
VOLUNTEER
huaz, Peru within the region of An- 
cash. Her projects focused primar­
ily on youth development, though 
tnuch of (he work Guel HM! 
from day to day.
“There’s no ordinary day,” Guel 
said. “It takes someone who is very 
flexible to join the Peace Corps. The 
best people for the job are the ones 
who know that not everything will 
go to plan.”
Guel hopes that by sharing her ex­
periences with interested Peace Corps 
applicants it will give a better view of 
what life is really like 
mm within the program.
Zirnhelt graduated 
in 20ll and began 
her time in the Peace 
Corps in 2012 when 
she was assigned to 
work in Fiji.
“I was living on 
Vanua Levu, the sec­
ond largest island in 
Fiji,” Zirnhelt said. “I 
worked with the Com­
munity Health Em­
powerment Program, 
otherwise known as 
CHAP. We were heav­
ily involved in local health centers, 
nursing stations and hospitals. A lot 
of our work dealt with health edu­
cation within the community.”
While Fiji is often represented 
as an island paradise, Zirnhelt said 
that it takes a person with a lot of 
perseverance to make it through 
the two-year commitment.
“I lived without electricity for 
two years and the house I was living 
in flooded multiple times,” Zirnhelt 
said. “You have to be open-minded
SEE CORPS ON AB
Big Green Peppers
l
204 STU University Counseling Center <616)4266
Butternut Squash
$.49/lb
MON - SAT 10% off for students 
8am - 7pm and faculty w/ i.d
(Sff Fabrics!
Both Cotton & Fleece
Great for Ultra Easy 
Blankets, Pillows, PJ's, Scarves, 
Decorating, Totes, and more
3975 Lake Ml. Dr. NW 
Grand Rapids (Standale)
(Stocked at All Stores A Online)
Open 9-9 Mon.-Sat.
Closed Sunday
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Adapting to American culture
BV ANUSH YEPREMVAN
EDITORIALnLANTHORN.COM
was privileged 
enough to have 
an opportunity 
to study in the 
United States of 
America as an international 
student from Ukraine when
I was fourteen years old - 
which was eight years ago. I 
went to a wonderful school, 
West Catholic High School, 
for my freshman year.
I remember my first day at 
that school as if it was yester­
day. I was very nervous, and 
1 could feel my heartbeat on 
the tips of my toes. My main 
fear was that I wound not be 
able to express myself due to 
language barrier. I was trying 
to have as little communica­
tion as I possibly could. And 
I almost succeeded, until we 
had to introduce ourselves in 
front of the class.
And the second the word 
“international” flew out of
my mouth, 1 was surrounded 
by thirty people who were 
asking questions one after an­
other. I remember one of the 
first questions were, “Where 
is Ukraine? Is it a kingdom?” 
“Do you have McDonalds? 
Does it taste the same?” and 
“Say something in your lan­
guage.” It turned out to be the 
opposite of less communica­
tion, but it was so much fun.
During the first three 
months, I definitely experi­
enced a little bit of cultural 
shock and the taste of Ameri­
can slang. I think Americans 
are the nicest people I have 
ever met in my entire life. They 
always smile and say, “Hi, how
are you?” But at that time I did 
not know it was the case.
One day, I noticed the 
students looking at me suspi­
ciously. Finally, my classmate 
comes up to my locker and 
whispers, “Is that true that 
you are a princess and that 
you came to study here so 
that nobody would recognize 
you?” At one point, I even had 
an image of myself wearing a 
gown and gracefully waving at 
the crowd. WHAT? People do 
have a wild imagination!
My most embarrass­
ing situation was when we 
were dinning at our friends 
house, and the host was 
giving leftovers to his guest.
One of them said, “Just give 
me a doggy bag.” And guess 
what: I took it literally, but 
the worst part was that I 
actually asked if the guy had 
dogs. The man looked so 
confused, “No,” he paused 
for a while and scratched his 
head, “this is for my kids.” 
Here comes that awkward 
moment! Therefore, I learned 
that a doggy bag is something 
that you are taking home for 
yourself, not dogs.
Actually, 1 take it back.
I am not sure which one is 
more embarrassing. Kids 
at my school tend to use a 
word “buddy” a lot. To me 
it sounded like “body.” So
when one kid came up to me 
during the lunch and asked 
if I wanted to see/meet his 
“buddy” I almost choked on 
my apple juice. I hesitated for 
a while until we were clear 
that “buddy” was a person 
and a close friend.
I think it was a price­
less one-year experience!
I saw a totally new world, 
experienced great culture 
and hospitality, learned new 
perspectives, met a lot of 
incredible people and im­
proved my language. This trip 
inspired me to learn foreign 
languages. That is one of the 
reasons 1 speak five different 
languages today.
QUESTION OF THE ISSUE
What do you think the 
university should focus on 
when expanding campus?
BRIANNA STEINER
“A sleep zone. If U of M has one we should too. 
Or maybe a dedicated place you can go to for 
help with homework."
YEAR: Sophomore 
MAJOR: Film and Video 
HOMETOWN: Lowe//. Mich.
JACKIE VEGA
‘Practically, they need to expand housing if 
they want to keep expanding the university*
YEAR: Junior 
MAJOR: Writer 
HOMETOWN: Palantine, III.
DALTYN LITTLE
"Offices for student organizations."
YEAR: Senior
MAJOR: Advertising and Public Relations 
HOMETOWN: Kalamazoo, Mich.
STEPHANIE KOTSCHEVAR
"Panera on campus."
YEAR: Senior
MAJOR: Advertising and Public Relations 
HOMETOWN: Centreville, Mich.
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GVL OPINION
The goal of the Grand Valley 
Lanthorn’s opinion page is 
to act as a forum for public 
discussion, comment and 
criticism in the Grand Valley 
State University community. 
Student opinions published 
here do not necessarily reflect 
those of the paper as an entity.
The Grand Valley Lanthorn 
aims to be a safe vehicle for 
community discussion. The 
Lanthorn will not publish 
or entertain any forms of 
hate speech, but will not 
discriminate against any other 
views, opinions or beliefs. The 
content, information and views 
expressed are not approved 
by nor necessarily represent 
those of the university, its 
Board of Trustees, officers, 
faculty or staff.
Reader submissions on 
the opinion page appear 
as space permits, and are 
reserved for letters to the
POLICY
editor only, all other reader­
generated content can be 
submitted to the Grand Valley 
Lanthorn’s YourSpace page 
by emailing community® 
lanthorn.com.
Letters to the editor 
should include the author's 
full name and relevant title 
along with a valid email 
and phone number for 
confirming the identity of 
the author. Letters should 
be approximately 500-650 
words in length, and are not 
edited by the staff of the 
Grand Valley Lanthorn outside 
of technical errors for clarity.
To make a submission, 
email at editorial@lanthorn. 
com or by dropping off your 
submission in person at:
0051KIRKH0F CENTER 
6RAN0 VALLEY STATE UNIVERSITY 
ALLEN0ALE, MI 49401 
616-826-8278
GOT SOMETHING TO SAY?
WE’LL LISTEN.
EOITORIALOLANTHORN.COM '
VALLEY VOTE
Do you think GVSU is 
welcoming to people of all 
religions on campus'?
THIS ISSUE'S 
QUESTION:
What do you think 
the university 
should focus on 
when expanding 
campus'?
LOG ON & VOTE
LANTHORN.COM
BLOG
Critiquing unrealistic 
characters, 
situations in “God's 
Not Dead”
By Luke Van Der Male 
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EDITORIAL
Campus priorities
While GVSU is building many new academic facilities, no new 
on campus housing is being built for a growing student body
a
n the past year, Grand 
Valley State University has 
finished construction on a 
new library, the Seidman 
College of Business and the 
James H. Zumberge Hall providing stu­
dents and faculty with more classrooms, 
office space and study areas. By next fall, 
the construction of the new science labo­
ratory building will also be finished.
These new buildings have been outfit­
ted with the latest technologies and will 
offer many resources to the GVSU com­
munity. However, we can’t help but ask, 
when will more on-campus housing be 
built? Students are being provided with 
more classrooms every year, but not more 
living areas. Each year, more and more 
students are being forced to live off-cam- 
pus, including freshman who typically 
would live on campus.
The Class of 2018 has 4,226 students. 
However, on the Allendale Campus, there 
are only approximately 6,000 beds. Many 
of these housing units were originally for 
upperclassmen though, including South 
Apartments, the Ravines and Laker Vil­
lage. With more freshmen moving into 
thes  units  upperclassmen are now being 
forced to find housing options off campus.
Off-campus housing continues to 
grow. Campus View is building 30 cot­
tages, which will be available to GVSU 
students next fall. In addition, a brand 
new apartment complex, the Grove, is 
being constructed on Pierce Street and 
will also be ready by fall 2015. Own­
ers of these complexes see the demand. 
Why doesn’t GVSU?
While more classrooms and office 
spaces are necessary, especially at a growing 
university, housing is equally as important
GVSU attracts students from across the 
state, nation and world These students need 
a place to live and should have the option 
to stay on campus where they have easy 
access to dining venues, study areas and the 
various resources offered by groups such as 
the Womens Center, the LGBT Center, the 
Writing Center and many others.
Freshmen and students coming from 
out of state especially should have easy 
access to these resources as they are going 
through a transitional phase. While new 
classrooms are necessary for the expand­
ing student body, it does them no good if 
they don’t have a place to live so they can 
actually attend their classes.
The academic facilities on the GVSU 
campus are equipped with the latest and 
greatest technologies, now let’s get our 
housing up to the same standards that we 
do our classrooms.
Overcoming homesickness
BY EMILY OORAN
EDORANOLANTHORN.COM
hen I packed my 
bags and drove 
to Grand Valley 
on move-in day, I 
was excited. There
I sat surrounded by bedding 
and bins and coffee supplies, 
ready to start the next chapter of 
my life.
At the time, I wasn’t too con­
cerned ahxxit leaving my family. 
After all, I had lived with them 
for nineteen years and would 
see them again over Labor Day
weekend, which was only two 
weeks away. Right then, all I 
could think about was my future 
as a laker; homesickness was 
hardly on my radar.
My first two weeks on 
campus, I managed to maintain 
my enthusiasm. This was not 
difficult since the first several 
days were packed with fun ori­
entation activities and then easy 
introductory classes. Overall 
college life was still too fresh and 
exciting for me to fed nostalgic 
and miss my family badly.
But then I went home 
for Labor Day weekend and 
everything changed. Though I 
had been away from my parents 
and siblings for two weeks (the 
longest I had ever gone without 
seeing them), I was now struck 
by the feet that this separation 
had only been a taste d what 
was to come. In feet, I wasn’t 
even sure when I would see 
my family again, since my next 
official school break wouldn’t be
until Thanksgiving
Because of this, leaving home 
the second time was significantly 
harder. In addition, I also had 
very little waiting for me back at 
Grand Valley: My initial excite­
ment about attending college 
had been replaced by exhaus­
tion; my classes were in full 
swing so I was already swamped 
with homework; and I hadn’t 
made any close friends yet, so I 
had very few people that I could 
look forward to seeing
This was perhaps the crudest 
of ironies: I was surrounded by 
people, yet felt very alone at the 
same time. Needless to say, my 
first week back was anything 
but easy.
Slowly, though, I began to 
resettle into college life, and as 
my circumstances began to 
improve, so did my outlook. 
During the next two weeks, I 
developed a tentative routine as 
I attended classes and learned 
to find my way around campus
competently. I even made some 
friends who hdped to make 
Grand Valley fed more like a 
home. I joined a dub, too, which 
gave me an opportunity to leave 
my apartment and socialize.
Still, I missed my family, so 
I decided to go home this past 
weekend. Part of me worried 
that this visit would undo the 
difficult integration process that 
I had been undergoing At the 
same time, though, I realized 
that this was actually the next 
step in that process: I had to 
learn to use these visits to cure 
my homesickness, not make it 
worse. In short, I had to prove to 
mysdf that I could come back to 
school and be okay.
Leaving home this past 
weekend wasn’t easy, but it 
wasn’t unbearably hard, either.
I enjoyed seeing my family and 
will miss them, but now I have 
my Laker family, too And the 
thought of that makes every­
thing better.
# • ♦ ♦ ♦♦
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More than just
BY HANNAH LENTZ
HLENTZOLANTHORN.COM
a
 he Girl Scouts of 
Michigan Shore to 
Shore are coming to 
Grand Valley State 
University on Satur­
day, Oct. 4 from 9 a.m. to 3 p.m. 
to do more than sell cookies. Spe­
cifically, they are coming to learn 
about women in STEM fields (sci­
ence, technology, engineering and 
mathematics).
During this event, a select group 
of over 20 GVSU stu­
dent volunteers will 
act as team leaders to 
50 Girl Scouts who 
will attend the event.
The girls from the or­
ganization will par­
ticipate in two full 
science lab activities, 
have lunch with cur­
rent GVSU students, 
complete a campus 
scavenger hunt that 
includes tours of stu­
dent rooms, and then 
end the day with a sci­
ence game show and a panel of cur­
rent women students majoring in 
the STEM fields.
GVSU has a special living center 
called Women in Science & Engi­
neering (WISE) that was started 
by Laurie Witucki of the chemistry 
department in 2008. Witucki was 
on a sabbatical last year, but is also 
back now and actively involved in 
this years event. Karen Gipson as­
sumed the role of faculty director of
WISE last year. WISE co-sponsors 
the event, along with the Womens 
Center and the Womens Leader­
ship House.
“This is a very important event 
because research has shown that 
these years are crucial in young 
womens educational paths,” Gip­
son said. “Many extremely capable 
girls lose interest in STEM careers 
during their pre-teen/teen-aged 
years for lack of role models or 
because the STEM fields aren’t 
viewed as ‘feminine.’
“This event is one 
small way to confront 
old stereotypes and 
help girls see that they 
can succeed in what­
ever careers they may 
choose. In the long 
journey for gender 
equity, every step mat­
ters.”
Gipson is also the 
faculty sponsor of 
the Society of Physics 
Students and of a new 
RSO for women in 
STEM fields. Through 
these organizations, 
she looks to recruit GVSU students 
from those, and other science clubs, 
to be involved in the science aspects 
of the event.
“Women are still the minor­
ity in the STEM fields,” said Brit­
tany Dernberger, assistant direc­
tor of the Women’s Center. “In 
order to encourage more women 
to major in the STEM fields at the 
college-level, it’s important to en­
gage young girls and get them ex­
“This is a very 
important event 
because...these 
years are crucial 
in young women’s 
educational 
paths.”
KAREN GIPSON
FACULTY SPONSOR
ftflfll#ioo G/r/ Scouts visit GV to LUUKIBb experience STEM fields
GIRL POWER: Ellen Green shows a group of Girl Scouts how a robot works at Camp Innisfree in Howell, Mich. 
Fifty Girl Scouts will come to Grand Valley State University to hear from women working in the STEM fields.
cited about STEM-related topics. 
If they’re exposed to the possibility 
of majoring and pursuing a career 
in the STEM fields at a young age, 
it will hopefully lead to an increase 
of women in these professions.”
According to a 2011 report by 
the U.S. Department of Commerce, 
only one in seven engineers are fe­
male. Additionally, women have 
seen no employment growth in 
STEM jobs since 2000. This event 
focuses on these issues and hopes 
to increase female involvement in 
these type of careers.
A subsequent reason for host­
ing this event is the fact that it 
serves as a college access aware­
ness event.
“For these Girl Scouts who 
may or may not have access to in­
formation about how to apply or 
go to college, this provides them 
a space to ask questions and get 
a real-world glimpse of what it’s 
like to be a college student,” Dern­
berger said.
Participating in the democratic process
Prospective voters hove until Oct. 6 to register
BY AUORA GAMBLE
NEWSOLANTHORN.COM
ith the midterm 
election just a 
scant 34 days 
away, it’s time 
to start think­
ing about voting, especially 
for college students, who 
are notoriously bad about 
getting to the polls.
For those Grand Valley 
State University students 
who aren’t registered to 
vote, the deadline to regis­
ter in time for the Novem­
ber election is this upcom­
ing Monday, Oct. 6.
However, voting can be 
difficult for GVSU students 
even if they are already 
registered to vote. Many
GVSU students are regis­
tered to vote in their home­
towns, sometimes hours 
away from campus.
For those who are un­
able to make it back to their 
family’s homes, request­
ing an absentee ballot is an 
alternative form of voting 
that may make it more con­
venient to participate in 
the election.
Grace Irwin, a GVSU 
sophomore, will be voting 
in the upcoming election 
through absentee ballot.
“I plan on getting an ab­
sentee ballot,” Irwin said. 
“I am away from home, and 
so I am not in the precinct 
that I am registered to vote 
in. I don’t want to change
MICHIGAN’S OLDEST ANNUAL SHAKESPEARE FESTIVAL!
Grand Valley Shakespeare 
Festival 2014
William Shakespeare's
m COMEDY”/
ERRORS 1f
WILD WEST STTLE
Featuring performances September 26 - October 5
For tickets call the box office at (616) 331-2300
For information about Grand Valley State University^ 21st annual 
Shakespeare Festival, including
• The Comedy of Errors,
• the Shakespeare Festival Conference and Guest Scholar,
• Bant to Goc Lights, Camera. Action!,
• Greenshow performances.
• the Renaissance Faire, Grand Wxey
• and more,
visit www.grsu.edn/shakrV © State University Theatre
the address on my drivers’ 
license in order to vote.”
While requesting an 
absentee ballot is an ad­
ditional step in the voting 
process, Irwin feels that it 
is worth the effort in order 
to be able to vote.
“(College students’) 
voices do matter, and a lot 
of time politicians don’t 
take into account young 
people because they assume 
they won’t vote,” Irwin said. 
“(Students) should make
their voices heard.”
If a student is already 
registered to vote, they still 
have a few weeks to request 
an absentee ballot.
According to www. 
michigan.gov, a request for 
an absentee ballot “must be 
received by your clerk no 
later than 2 p.m. the Satur­
day before the election.”
Absentee ballot requests 
must be turned in to a stu­
dent’s local city clerk, and 
can be turned in through
mail, a family member or 
by the individual that is re­
questing the ballot.
However, some students 
that have recently regis­
tered to vote may not be 
eligible to vote through an 
absentee ballot.
If an individual regis­
tered to vote in person, 
then their first time vot­
ing may be done through 
an absentee ballot. But if 
someone registers to vote 
through the mail, they
must vote in person during 
the first election that they 
vote in.
To request an absen­
tee ballot, fill oqt the 
application, which .can 
be found at www.l.usa. 
gov/lyW2Bvn, or through 
www.michigan.gov.
For those who are still 
not registered to vote, they 
may register at any Secre­
tary of State office, at their 
hometown’s clerks office or 
by mail.
MeadowsCrossing
apartments | the place to be
Leases as low as :
Sign your lease today & receive
• Parking
FOR FREE
meadowscrossing.net
616.892.2700
Fully Furnished I Individual Leases I Private Bathroom 
Free tanning I 24/7 Fitness Center I Deluxe Pool & Spa
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LOCALLY GROWN: Youssef Darwich, president of the GVSU Farm Club, rinses off beets 
grown on the land of the Sustainable Agriculture Project. The farm is student-run.
LOCAL FOOD
CONTINUED FROM A3
Depending on the sea­
son, the SAP will be able 
to provide produce such as 
lettuce, kale, tomatoes and 
green beans, among others. 
Last year, almost 300 trees 
were seeded at the farm in­
cluding apple, serviceberry 
and chestnut.
“Being an intern at the 
SAP has definitely taught me 
a lot about how to educate 
others, how to work hard for 
a common goal and to be a 
part of something that’s big­
ger than yourself,” said Kali 
Smolen, an intern at the 
SAP. “I don’t think that most 
college students think about 
the origins of their food, or 
the implications that their 
meal has as far as how it was 
produced, how far it was
CORPS
CONTINUED FROM A3
and up for anything that 
might happen.”
Despite the difficulties, 
Zirnhelt described her time 
in the Peace Corps as invalu-
IS PLANNED PARENTHOOD
TEXT PREVENTION TO 51555 FOR 10 FREE CONDONS
GETTO KNOW PLANNED PARENTHOOD. VISIT US TODAY @ PPWNM.ORG.
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transported and where it 
was grown.
“It’s a very long line that 
not a lot of people think of. 
Food is all encompassing. It 
touches every aspect of so­
ciety and not a lot of people 
think about that.”
Though the SAP’s main 
growing season is during the 
spring and summer months, 
the farm is still busy in the 
fall and winter. Leafy greens, 
such as spinach, and root 
vegetables including beets 
and turnips can be grown 
during colder months. Pro­
duction of these vegetables 
can go through the end of 
January, Smolen said.
In addition, the group 
will also be hosting several 
events such as a tree-plant­
ing workshop and a work­
shop on how to cook in a 
sustainable manner during
the winter months.
“The fall and winter 
seasons always present an 
exciting time for the SAP 
community," Eardley said. 
“This is when we have the 
opportunity to reflect and 
regroup from the past grow­
ing season as production in 
the field slows down and we 
move to primarily growing 
in the hoop houses.”
In the future, the SAP 
hopes to be able to economi­
cally sustain itself through 
their sales to campus dining 
and the broader community. 
Students interested in get­
ting involved can volunteer 
at the farm on Fridays from 
1 p.m. to 4 p.m.
GO TO:
www.gvsu.edu/ 
sustainableageproject 
FOR MORE INFORMATION
able as well as life changing.
“It will teach you things 
that are very, very use­
ful going forward in life,” 
Zirnhelt said. “Your in­
volvement in the program 
will teach you so much 
about the person you want 
to be. You will come out 
more patient, aware and 
knowledgeable.”
Zirnhelt trusts that the 
insights provided at tonight’s 
occasion will be more valu­
able and beneficial than any­
thing that might be heard
second-hand.
“I think that when you 
hear a story First-hand it 
becomes much more real,” 
she said. “It becomes much 
easier to see if this is some­
thing you really want to do. 
You will be able to decide 
if this (is) something you’re 
truly up for, or if it’s actu­
ally too much to handle.”
To hear more from these 
former student Lakers, to­
night’s event runs from 7 
p.m. to 8:30 p.m in the Kirk- 
hof Center, Room 2266.
WORD SCRAMBLE
Rearrange the letters to spell 
something pertaining to food.
YETIDRA
/C/DJ91Q :U9MSUy
TICKET GIVEAWAY
while tickets last
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GLIAC SALUTES 
GVSU VOLLEYBALL,
SOCCER STANDOUTS
Grand Valley State Univer­
sity senior volleyball player 
Kaitlyn Wolters earned GLIAC 
North Oivision Player of the 
Week honors on Monday 
afternoon.
Wolters, a setter, recorded 
GVSU’s first triple-double since 
1997 against Ferris State Uni­
versity last week. She posted 
34 assists, 12 digs and 11 kills 
without committing an error.
In addition, Wolters aver­
aged 7.30 assists, 2.40 digs 
and 1.90 kills per set as part 
of a 3-0 week for the Lakers. 
Although Wolters is barely into 
her second season as a Laker, 
she is ninth in school history 
with 1,633 assists.
Meanwhile, freshman 
forward Gabriella Mencotti 
continues to impress for the 
GVSU soccer team.
Mencotti was named GLIAC 
Offensive Player of the Week 
following a strong showing for 
the Lakers over the weekend. 
The Novi, Mich, native collect­
ed three goals, one assist and 
seven points as GVSU steam- 
rolled Lake Erie College and 
Findlay University by scores of 
3-1 and 6-0, respectively. She 
scored two goals at Lake Erie, 
including the game-winner, 
and added three more points 
at Findlay. She ranks second in 
points and goals and is third 
in assists among all GLIAC 
players.
GVSU FOOTBALL TEAM (1-3) 
HEADS TO HILLSDALE (2-2)
After racking up 640 total 
yards of offense in a 66-28 
win over Lake Erie College, the 
GVSU offense will look to stay 
hot in a GLIAC Tlorth contest 
at Hillsdale College.
The Lakers rushed for 399 
yards against Lake Erie, and 
may have room to run again at 
Hillsdale. The Chargers rank 
second to last in rushing yards 
allowed per game (223.0) 
among GLIAC teams, second 
only to Lake Erie (276.5).
Another interesting 
matchup in Saturday’s game 
could be the one between 
GVSU’s ballhawking defense 
and Hillsdale’s prolific passing 
attack. The Lakers lead the 
GLIAC in turnovers forced (13), 
while Rockford High School 
product Mark LaPrairie and 
the Charger offense lead the 
league in passing yards per 
game (283.2).
The game starts at 4:30 
p.m. at Frank ’’Muddy" Waters 
Stadium in Hillsdale, Mich.
REIGNING NCOA CHAMPS 
DODGE DEFEAT, START 8-0
The defending national 
champion GVSU club dodgeball 
team improved to 8-0 with 
wins against Kent State Uni­
versity, Saginaw Valley State 
University and Michigan State 
University over the weekend.
The Lakers are hosting 
a tournament on Oct. 12 at 
Fleldhouse Arena where they 
will take on SVSU, MSU, Kent 
State, Central Michigan Uni­
versity and Davenport Univer­
sity. GVSU won back-to-back 
National Collegiate Dodgeball 
Association titles in 2013 and 
2014.
AY
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From overlooked to overachiever
Hartigan
'HEART’IGAN:
Kelly Hartigan 
earned medalist 
honors and the 
12th individual 
victory of her 
career at the 
NCAA Division II 
National Preview 
on Saturday at 
The Meadows.
EMILY FRYE
GVL
earns school-record 12th career win, and does it her way
BY PETE BARROWS
PBARROWSIGILANTHORN.COM
O
s Grand Valley State 
University senior Kelly 
Hartigan traversed the 
back nine of The Mead­
ows golf course dur­
ing the NCAA Division II National 
Preview on Saturday afternoon,she 
carried her own bag; if her mind wan­
dered across any subject other than 
the next hole on her way to 20 pars 
- tied for the llth-most of anyone 
in the 132-player field, and five bird­
ies, which was good for second - she 
didn’t show it.
With a six-over score of 150 
through 36 holes, Hartigan earned 
medalist honors to collect the 12th 
individual victory of her career at the 
event, passing Laker legends Sarah 
Hoffman and Melissa Sneller to move 
into first on the GVSU school-record 
board. Although even after three full 
seasons of varsity golf as a Laker, Har­
tigan rarely pulls the blinders off. In 
a serendipitous fashion, its how she 
found her way up to GVSU in the first 
place.
“With the scores I shot, I didn’t re­
ally realize that was going to be enough 
for a win, but as tough as the pins
were, the conditions were great and 
I just focused in on what I needed to 
do,” Hartigan said. “It was something 
I didn’t expect to do and as much as I 
knew I wanted to work hard and win 
some tournaments when I first came 
to GVSU, I’ve already achieved more 
than I ever thought I could.
“It was something I couldn’t have 
predicted, but getting the 12th win was 
a proud moment.”
When GVSU women’s golf coach 
Rebecca Mailloux made the trip down 
to the Michigan Girls Junior Amateur 
tournament in the summer of 2010, it
wasn’t to watch Hartigan, then a junior 
in high school, play. In fact, she wasn’t 
even a blip on the radar.
Instead, current GVSU junior and 
then high school sophomore Gabrielle 
Shipley was the apple of coach Mail- 
loux’s recruiting affections, who as 
chance would have it, was paired with 
Hartigan for the afternoon.
“While I was watching Gabrielle
- who for the record played very well
- I said ‘who the heck is this Hartigan 
kid?m Mailloux said. “Typically, if a 
parent or coach is watching, I can just
SEE HARTIGAN ON AB
Email invite leads to All-American player
Block party: Kaleigh Lound emerges as defensive specialist inside for GV
PUNCH: Grand Valley State University junior middle blocker Kaleigh 
Lound hits a ball over the net in a 3-1 win over Ferris State University.
BY TATE BAKER
TBAKEROILANTHORN.COM
D
nlike many collegiate 
volleyball players, ju­
nior Kaleigh Lound 
opted not to play 
club volleyball while 
in high school. Instead she played 
four sports, something Grand Val­
ley State University coach Deanne 
Scanlon is attracted to when 
searching for talent.
“The kids who play multiple 
sports at the high school level always 
stick out in their own way because 
they tend to love to compete,” Scan­
lon said. “The same goes for Kaleigh, 
she is as competitive as it gets.”
Coming out of Mason High 
School, Lound had initially 
planned to play college volley­
ball at Alma College. However, an 
email invite to GVSU’s volleyball 
tryouts quickly changed her plans.
“I was all set on going to Alma, 
that was until I received that email 
from Grand Valley,” Lound said. 
“I didn’t really think too much of 
it at the time, I just saw it as an­
other opportunity.”
Shortly after the tryout, Lound 
was asked to come on an official 
visit to check out the campus, fa­
cilities and all that GVSU had to 
offer. During her visit, Lound was 
offered a scholarship.
Just like that, Lound’s college 
plans had drastically changed.
“During high school, I didn’t re­
ally get too involved in the recruit­
ing process,” Lound said. “Every­
thing just fell into place and once 
I had an opportunity to play for 
Grand Valley, there was no passing 
that up.”
Like many freshman, Lound sat 
patiently and waited her time in her 
first year as a Laker. She appeared in 
only 12 matches on the year.
“Kaleigh came in as a freshman 
with a lot of raw athleticism,” soph­
omore Josie Werner said. “I think 
she knew the type of potential that 
she had, but it wasn’t going to all 
come together in her first year.”
It was in her sophomore year 
that Lound saw the biggest tran­
sition of her collegiate career to 
date. Lound suddenly became a 
prime asset for the Laker volley­
ball team, starting 34 of 35 match­
es, and appearing in 127 of the 
129 sets that season.
“It was a huge transition,” 
Lound said. “At first I was scared 
and a bit nervous, but I just went 
for the opportunity that was given 
to me. I’m fortunate that things 
worked out the way that they did, 
and I was able to fit right in with 
that team.”
As Lound’s production grew, 
people around the GLIAC and 
even around the country started 
to notice.
Lound finished her sophomore 
season leading the GLIAC in to­
tal blocks (152), and block assists 
(125), and had the most blocks for 
a GVSU player since 2008.
Her production led to a number 
of accolades. She was named to the 
AVCA All-American Third Team, 
Daktronics Inc. All-Midwest Re­
gion Second Team, AVCA All- 
Midwest Region Team, and All- 
GLIAC Second Team.
What a difference a year makes.
“The biggest difference from 
my freshman to sophomore year 
was the amount of time that I was 
able to put in on the court,” Lound 
said. “It was the first time in my life 
that I was playing year round and it
made the biggest difference in my 
game.”
Now established as a leader for 
No. 12 GVSU, Lound hopes her 
role will continue to grow and de­
velop, just as she does as a focal 
part of the team.
“The expectations that my 
coaches and teammates have for 
me are always expanding,” Lound 
said. “I know that I have to lead 
by example now, and I’m ready 
for that challenge and all that 
comes with it.”
Stauffer makes immediate impact for GV soccer
i
REUNITEO: Under the direction of her former coach, Jeff Hosier,
Kendra Stauffer has emerged as an offensive weapon for GVSU soccer.
BY ADAM KNORR
ASSISTANTSPORTSOLANTHORN.COM
O
endra Stauffer knew Jeff 
Hosier in 2012. It was 
Stauffer’s senior year 
of high school, and she 
was playing for Hosier’s 
TNT club soccer team in Lansing.
College was closing in quick on 
Stauffer, and Grand Valley State Uni­
versity was yet to hit her radar. Hosier’s 
involvement with GVSU was largely 
the same - minimal, a blip far away 
from the center of the map.
Fast forward two years. It’s 2014 
and the No. 3 GVSU women’s soc­
cer team is 6-1. Kendra Stauffer is a 
dynamic starting forward. Jeff Ho­
sier is the first-year head coach. The 
team is rolling.
“My parents say it was fate,” 
Stauffer said.
Late in her sophomore year at 
Caledonia High School, Stauffer com­
mitted to Central Michigan University 
to play soccer. Soon after, however, the 
Chippewas underwent a coaching 
change and Stauffer’s commitment 
was no longer honored.
Despite starting as a standout 
for four years of varsity soccer at 
Caledonia, it looked as though 
Stauffer wasn’t going to get a 
chance to play at the collegiate lev­
el. A coach from a rival high school 
heard through the grapevine that 
Stauffer was still without a school 
and suggested GVSU.
Stauffer came on a visit, and quick­
ly committed.
The impact was immediate. The 
5-foot-4 freshman earned a starting 
spot early in the season and helped 
lead the Lakers to the 2013 NCAA 
Division II National Championship. 
Stauffer scored 11 goals and dished
SEE STAUFFER ON AB
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talk to them, but they weren’t 
- she played on the boys team 
in high school and her dad 
was her caddy - and I wasn’t 
allowed to talk to her directly 
until the tournament ended; 
there was no other way for 
me to find out her plans after 
high school.
“It’s match-play format 
tournament, and she just keeps 
winning so I follow her around 
for three days, and the whole 
time I’m thinking this kid has 
to be committed to a Division 
I team - there’s no way nobody 
has found her at this point.
“She finally lost in the 
finals, I finally get a chance 
to talk with her and her dad 
and the conversation went 
something like this: ‘You’re 
the first coach to be inter­
ested in her. We haven’t had 
much involvement from 
anyone else.’ I say you have 
got to be kidding me. In­
stantly, I thought to myself 
this is a home run for us. I 
saw the talent right away, 
and I knew if I could get this 
kid, it’d be huge for us.”
Coach Mailloux was right, 
but even then, she couldn’t 
have understood the full im­
pact her timely, on-the-spot 
and somewhat prophetic 
signing would have on the 
GVSU program.
Neither did Hartigan, not 
at first; or if she did, it was 
to be her game and not her 
mouth that would proclaim 
it. A quality of stoic confi­
dence and a competitive fo­
cus that are still trademarks 
of Hartigan’s game years lat­
er, both strictly trained and 
harnessed through prep play.
Chippewa Valley High 
School, Hartigan’s Alma mat­
ter, didn’t have a girls golf 
team, so Hartigan made due 
with the next best thing. It 
wasn’t always easy playing 
with the boys - especially 
playing routinely as a No. 1 or 
No. 2 seed - but what Harti­
gan didn’t always enjoy made 
her - as well as her burgeon­
ing golf prowess - even more 
formidable.
“I took a lot of heat in 
high school for playing with 
the boys, and we didn’t ex­
actly have a strong team 
dynamic,” Hartigan said. “It 
was hard and I wasn’t really 
accepted as a girl on a boys 
team, it made the recruiting 
process more challenging, 
but you take the good with 
the bad and grow.
“I only made one vis­
it - it was to GVSU - and 
I loved it; I can’t imagine 
myself anywhere else. It 
was tricky at the time, but 
I played from longer dis­
tances in high school which 
helped the transition to the 
next level. I’ve always been 
very competitive - which 
usually helps more than it 
hurts - but the experience, 
as well as my experiences 
since being in college, have 
helped me mature both as a 
golfer and person.”
From overlooked to can’t 
possibly overstate, Hartigan 
has made her mark on GVSU 
golf in more way than one.
From her 75.72 scoring aver­
age last season, which ranked 
as the second-best mark in 
program history and ranked 
16th nationally, to her GVSU 
single-season record of seven 
victories, the three-time All- 
GLIAC First Team plaudit 
and two-time GLIAC Wom­
en’s Golf Athlete of the Year 
(the only repeat recipient) 
has made collecting acco­
lades look as easy as Ty Webb 
knocking in putts.
She’s not done yet, either, 
especially with the Division 
II National Championship - 
a rare feat that has not been 
added to her resume’ - to 
be hosted at The Meadows 
before her Laker career con­
cludes. It’s a drive she shares 
with course counterpart Shi­
pley as they power the team 
forward in their own ways, 
one drive, one chip, one putt, 
one hole at a time.
“Looking back, I’m very 
grateful that we got paired 
together back in that tourna­
ment in high school and I’m 
very grateful that we have 
gotten the opportunity to 
play on the same team to­
gether,” Shipley said. “There’s 
always that person you’re 
striving to compete against, 
we’re both very competitive 
people and we both push 
each other.
“Even though we’re differ­
ent people and have different 
styles - she’s more of a field 
player and I’m more techni­
cal - I know I wouldn’t be 
the player I am without her. 
We’re excited to see what we 
can accomplish the rest of 
the way.”
WINNING: Senior Kelly Hartigan tees off over the weekend at The Meadows. With an 
individual victory, Hartigan moved past Laker greats Sarah Hoffman and Melissa Sneller.
STAUFFER
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out 10 assists in the regular 
season, and managed to gar­
ner NCAA Offensive Player 
of the Tournament honors.
“I came in thinking, 
‘I’m a freshman and I’m 
not going to play at all,’” 
Stauffer said. “I didn’t get 
to see the field at all in the 
preseason, but I started
starting once the first few 
games came around.”
And to think, she wasn’t 
planning on playing col­
lege soccer.
After the 2013 season, 
GVSU head coach Dave Di- 
Ianni left to take the same 
position at the University of 
Iowa. The search for a new 
head coach led GVSU to 
Alma College, where Hosier 
was at the helm.
GVSU made an offer, Ho­
sier accepted, and suddenly 
coach and player from the 
2012 TNT squad were back 
together thanks to a series of 
serendipitous selections.
Hosier has noted improve­
ments in Stauffer’s game from 
their two years apart. If these 
changes show a trend, Stauffer 
could terrorize the GLIAC for 
years to come.
“She seems so much
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more eager to learn. She’s 
more engaged now from the 
mental side,” Hosier said. 
“Two years ago she was a re­
ally good athlete and a really 
good soccer player who just 
kind of played the game.
“Everything was just 
instinctual, and now she’s 
trying to think the game 
and learn the game more.”
It can be easy for oppos­
ing defenses to lose track of 
the diminutive forward.
When Stauffer is off the
ball, she often appears un­
assuming. The reality is 
that Stauffer is a threat re­
gardless of her positioning 
on the field. If she gets the 
ball in the offensive zone, 
her on-ball skills and field 
vision take over and the 
Lakers often add a tally on 
the scoreboard.
Through seven games in 
the 2014 campaign, Stauffer 
has six points, highlighted by 
her three goals. She scored 
the first two goals of the sea­
son for GVSU, and found the 
back of the net once again in 
the team’s 6-0 win at the Uni­
versity of Findlay on Sunday.
“She is a really talented 
player and when she’s on she 
can take anyone on and beat 
them,” said sophomore de­
fender Clare Carlson. “She 
can finish any shot she has 
within the 18... She is able to 
be calm in those situations.”
And in those situations, 
GVSU is glad she came.
Live without regrets,
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EXPECTATIONS: Junior Jack Rider follows through on a swing at the 2014 Midwest Region Fall Invitational. The Grand Valley State University men’s golf team tied for sixth place with 
Wayne State University with a 601 (+25). GVSU will look to be on its game when it competes in the GLIAC Championship, which takes place from Oct. 10-11 in Georgetown, Ky.
Bissell: ‘We were kind of high off our last win. We got a little ahead of ourselves.’
BY STEVEN GARBER
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e really didn’t 
play well 
enough to 
win this one,” 
senior Jack 
Rider said. “You go to win and 
when you don’t win - well - it’s 
a bit of a failure of a weekend.”
Members of the Grand 
Valley State University’s 
men’s golf team knew the 34- 
team tournament wasn’t go­
ing to be a cake walk. Teams 
from places as far as West 
Virginia, Tennessee and Mis­
souri traveled to Chicago to 
participate in the Midwest 
Region Fall Invitational on 
Monday and Tuesday. Still, 
GVSU had two golfers in the 
top 15 of the 169-player field.
Monday’s clear skies turned 
to Tuesday’s overcast in the 
event, which seemed to reflect 
the Lakers’ dissatisfied moods 
from the performance while 30
mph wind gusts and cold rain 
made its way across the greens. 
The leakers posted a five-over 
293 and were just two strokes 
off the lead held by Malone 
University, but a 308 round two 
dropped them in the standings.
The 601 (+25) was only 
enough to grab a share for 
the sixth-place spot with 
Wayne State University.
“There’s no way around it. 
We played bad,” Rider said. “To 
be completely honest, we have 
a long way to go before we’re at 
the point where we should be.”
Ahead of GVSU was 
Saginaw Valley State Uni­
versity (600), Drury Univer­
sity (600), Trevecca Nazarene 
University (597), Lake Supe­
rior State University (596) 
and Malone - which won it 
shooting 590 across the 36.
Tiffin’s Tyler Maranville 
earned the medalist honors 
after cruising from his day one 
score of five-under-par 67. He
win prizes 6 a shout out 
ram, Twitter or Facebook
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tallied a three-over 75 in day 
two and won by two strokes.
Despite Rider’s criticisms, 
he and junior Alex Nannetti 
tallied eight birdies, which 
tied for second most amongst 
the field.
“Those guys 
are always in the 
fairways,” GVSU 
coach Gary Bis­
sell said. “They 
do an excellent 
job off the tee 
and hitting ev­
ery ball in play 
and it sets them 
up well to make 
those birdies.”
Rider added 
sue strokes to 
his day two to­
tal, and - despite finishing in 
a five-way tie for fifth - called 
his performance “horrible”.
Bissell was less critical of 
Rider and his teammates.
“Hed tell you he played hor­
rible, which isn’t really true,” 
Bissell said. “He didn’t play 
great. But he’s going to shoot 
76s - that’s just a part of golf.
“We just need to calm down 
and get back to taking it day by 
day. That’s mostly 
on me. We were 
kind of high off 
our last win. We 
got a little ahead 
of ourselves.”
Junior Alex 
Nannetti fired 
a 72 (E) in the 
opening round 
and - with his 
four-over-par 76 
in round two - 
was deadlocked 
in a four-player 
tie for 13th.
“Alex has got a great atti­
tude,” Bissell said. “He never 
gives up on a round, doesn’t 
matter where he’s at. He’s in
every shot and giving 100 
percent all the time, which is 
huge for us.”
Consistency is key, and 
GVSU needs quality play out 
of everyone, one through five.
Junior Tyler Pulalak 
played consistently well - fir­
ing off 23 pars in the event. 
He snagged a tie for 45th 
place while carding a three- 
over 75 and a five-over 78. 
Meanwhile, freshman Do- 
menic Mancinelli shot a 76 
(+4) and a 78 (+6) to tie for 
59th place. Redshirt senior 
Trevor Rosekrans, who was 
making his Laker blue debut, 
was two strokes behind in 
80th place.
Rosekrans was the only one 
to avoid adding strokes to his 
day one total. He matched his 
day one 78 with another six- 
over par to finish with a 156 
(+12), earning a respectable
finish above half the field.
The other Lakers, how­
ever, seemed to let the wind 
and weather erode their 
game. It took them 15 ex­
tra strokes to complete the 
course on day two.
“The main thing is just 
eliminating mental errors,” 
Nannetti said. “We got to get 
rid of the three putts.”
Ultimately, it’s going to take 
five players who can grind it 
out on the same day, and that 
may take time.
Fortunately for GVSU, the 
Lakers will have some time be­
fore the GLIAC Championship, 
which takes place from Oct 10- 
11 in Georgetown, Ky.
“We took a step back this 
week unfortunately,” Bissell 
said. “Luckily we have two 
weeks to prepare for the con­
ference championship.”
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PYRAMID SCHEME: The Grand Valley State University water ski club poses as a team during National Collegiate Water Ski Association Midwest Regionals. The team finished in eighth 
place, earning a wildcard spot, and may have a chance to earn a NCWSA national bid. The No. 11 Lakers will learn their fate on Monday. Last year, the team finished 10th at nationals.
Lakers await word on NCWSA national bid
BY KATE NUYEN
KNUYENOLANTHORN. COM
hile getting on the 
lake doesn’t seem 
ideal during chilly 
Michigan falls, 
this particular 
club team’s mantra is “a bad day 
on the lake is a better than a good 
day at school.”
The Grand Valley State Universi­
ty club water ski team certainly had 
a good day at the National Collegiate 
Water Ski Association (NCWSA) 
Midwest Regionals over the week­
end in Decatur, Ill. The Lakers took 
eighth place overall, and are current­
ly considered a wildcard team.
The team will learn its fate on 
Monday after learning the results of 
a simulated tournament, which con­
sists of the sixth, seventh and eighth 
place teams from each region. The
top three teams from the simulated 
tournament are invited to compete 
at Nationals in Zachary, La.
The top skier for the GVSU 
men’s team, Jack Phillipson, said 
he is confident the Lakers will be 
picked to head south.
“Our goal this year is to go to 
nationals again and be the top Di­
vision II school in the country, and 
at least top 10 in the Division I 
schools,” Phillipson said. “We were 
competing against kids who have 
full ride scholarships for waterski­
ing, so we get to compare ourselves 
head-to-head with some of the best 
skiers in the country.”
GVSU qualified for nationals for 
the first time in 2012. Last year, the 
Lakers placed fifth at regionals on 
their way to securing a spot at na­
tionals, where they finished 10th.
There are three components of
waterski that make up the scoring: 
solemn, trick and jump. However, 
the Lakers attribute their not only 
to technique, but also 
to the support that 
their teammates offer 
on the water and off.
Allison Saunders, 
the top skier on the 
women’s side, said the 
chemistry of the team 
is one of a family. She 
said the people on the 
team are “probably the 
most relaxed people 
you’ll ever meet,” and 
sums the members up 
as “lake people.”
“The team doesn’t 
only compete togeth­
er but we are also best friends,” 
said club president Bryan Condra. 
“We want to help each other im­
prove, not only on the water, but 
in school as well.”
Even though the water ski team 
has made a name for it­
self nationally since the 
club started in 2006, 
it still accepts all skill 
levels. Condra said the 
majority of the team is 
just people who get out 
a couple times a sum­
mer to water ski, and 
that the Lakers added 
some new members 
this season who had 
never skied before.
However, such inex­
perience hasn’t showed 
up in the results.
Prior to the eighth 
place finish at regionals, the Lak­
ers posted top-three finishes in 
each of the four events they’ve
competed in this year, including a 
third-place finish among 17 teams 
at conferences on Sept. 20 in Van 
Wert, Ohio.
\
While waterskiing is usually 
considered a summer activity at the 
collegiate level, their season is in the 
fall, which can make for challeng­
ing practices and competitions.
Phillipson said he and his team­
mates have practiced in chilly, 
50-degree temperatures despite 
wind speeds of 20 MPH.
“With the colder weather you 
can always a wet suit, but you most­
ly need to bite the bullet and hope 
that the other teams aren’t willing to 
practice in those kinds of tempera­
tures,” Phillipson said. “We are get-: 
ting the leg up since we are always 
willing to get in the water.”
To learn more about the Lakers, fol­
low them on Twitter @Gvsu WaterSki.
“We want to 
help each other 
improve, not only 
on the water, but 
in school as well.”
BRYAN CONDRA •
WATER SKI CLUB 
PRESIDENT
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American, international students team up for fun-filled nighty
WORLDLY SPORTS: Grand Valley State University students play Boblefotball at the 2014 
Global Games event. Students had the opportunity to play sports from around the world.j
BY NICK OEMAAGO
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aucous cheers 
and exotic
smells filled the 
Kelly Family
Sports Center 
on Wednesday night as in­
ternational and American 
students came together to 
celebrate culture and sports 
during the second annual 
Global Games at Grand Val­
ley State University.
Event coordinator Rodney 
Avutia said the games were 
started as a way to bridge 
the cultural gap between the 
international and American 
students on campus.
“We wanted to get GV stu­
dents to see the interaction of 
cultures through the sports 
that we’re exposed to,” Avutia 
said. “Students actually tak­
ing part gain new perspec­
tives through participation.”
The Global Games were 
hosted this year by the Inter­
national Student Organiza­
tion in conjunction with a 
few other clubs on campus. 
The Quidditch Club, Chess 
Club, Capoeira Mandinga 
Club, and Cricket Club also 
took part in this year’s games, 
spending time teaching stu­
dents how to play and how 
their club practices. Ram 
Ravikumar, a professional 
cricket player also took part 
in the event, demonstrating to 
students how to play cricket.
Among the favorite games 
of the night, Boblefotball (or 
bubble soccer) was a huge 
hit. The sport first started as a 
trend in Germany where each 
player is enveloped by an in­
flatable balloon that covers all
but their legs. The rules of the 
game are simple, assault your 
opponents with body slams 
and score if you can.
“It’s like demolition derby 
in a bubble,” Avutia said.
Attendees also had the 
opportunity to play tchouk- 
ball or spikeball. Originating 
from Italy, tchoukball com­
bines volleyball and soccer 
and makes for a fast paced 
game. Director of Interna­
tional students and schol­
ars, Kate Stoetzner said that 
spikeball was a new addition 
this year with Boblefotball.
“It’s a form of volleyball 
mostly adapted from beach 
volleyball,” Stoetzner said. 
“Teams have to bounce a ball 
off of their opponents small 
round net which resembles a
miniature trampoline in or­
der to score.”
Events like the Global 
Games are one of a kind and 
happen only once a year. The 
successful turnout can be at­
tributed to the feedback from 
attendees last year and an 
energetic promotional cam­
paign by International Stu­
dent Integration Coordinator 
Libby Jawish.
“We ran more ads this 
year and mentioned it at 
freshmen orientation, espe­
cially for international stu­
dents,” Jawish said.
The Global Games weren’t 
just for international and 
American students though, 
ESL students were also invit­
ed to attend and share their 
culture with others.
“Sports are a quick way 
for people to make friends,* 
Jawish said. “Playing on 4 
team helps you meet peopM 
and become friends.”
A board panel was also 
held by students who were 
influenced by the impact of 
the World Cup. With soccef 
being a universal sport, 
students shared their per* 
sonal experiences about thi 
World Cup and how it helpec 
them start playing soccer anc 
meeting others.
For some attendees thii 
year, this was their first inters 
national experience.
“The Global Games hav< 
been very well received,1? 
Stoetzner said. “We hope it 
will start to help break dowq 
barriers between cultures.” J
I
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Experience downtown living & enjoy 
the best amenities around. Located 
directly across the river from campus.
-tsA about GVSU student <S staff specials' 
www plazatoweisapartments com 231 W Fulton616 776 3300
MyPlNERIDGE
a p<a rtm e r~i ts
Featuring ground-level apartments that look 
& feel like condos. Ideally located between 
Allendale & Grand Rapids.
1 & 2 Bedroom apartments in the heart of 
downtown; less than a mile from downtown
Income restrictions & student status restrictions may apply
apartments
Studio & One-Bedroom Apartments designed 
with comfort & style. Distinctive downtown flair, 
without the city price!
616 234 0100 www higtnandphu i rpartments com 405 Washington SE
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A PLAY DATE WITH 6VSU
While most students frantically cram between 
classes during midterm week, some Lakers 
will spend that time playing with Play-Doh. The 
University Counseling Center is holding its first ever 
Play Day on Monday. Oct. 6, from 10 a.m. - 2 p.m. in 
the Kirkhoff Center Lounge. Students, faculty and 
staff are welcome to stop by for as long as they 
wish to enjoy balloon animals, popcorn, hula-hoops, 
a coloring station and of course, Play-Doh. The 
gathering is meant to give students “time to play" 
and take a break from the stress of exams, which is 
shown to improve academic performance. For more 
about the play day, contact Melissa Selby-Theut at 
(616) 331-3266 or selbym@gvsu.edu.
ROCKIN’ RECORDS
Downtown Grand Rapids is home to plenty of 
vinyl-related shows, from '90s-themed to strictly 
soul to hip-hop only evenings. The Tip Top Deluxe, 
however, looks to give the vinyl-loving rock n roll­
ers a night of their own. On Monday, Oct. 6, at 
8:30 p.m. the tiny downtown venue will open their 
turntables to anyone willing to share records from 
their collection. The hosts ask that each person’s 
set stays around 15 minutes and features nothing 
but rock music. Those interested in spinning their 
vinyl should arrive earlier rather than later, as it is 
first-come, first-serve. The venue will require no 
admission charge on this evening. For more on the 
show, visit facebook.com/pages/Tip-Top-Deluxe-Bar- 
Grill/205824629453662.
SOPHISTICATED FUNK
When funk meets hip-hop, Sophistafunk is the 
ideal outcome. On Thursday, Oct. 9, the Syracuse- 
based trio heads to Founders Brewing Company 
in downtown Grand Rapids to share their blend of 
spoken word, old school hip-hop and funky instru­
mentals. Joining the nationally-known act will be 
five-man funk/soul/rock crew, The Mainstays. The 
show is free of charge and open to anyone ages 
21 and older. While Founders' Taproom is open the 
entire day, the show itself kicks off at 9:30 p.m.
To check out Founders’ full lineup and read more 
about Sophistafunk, visit foundersbrewing.com/ 
taprbom-events/sophistafunk. Winds of October 
While the winds off of Lake Michigan cool the air in 
West Michigan, another wind might just grab Lakers’ 
attention this month. On Friday, Oct. 10, GVSU’s 
Symphonic Wind Ensemble will perform at the Louis 
Armstrong Theatre. Conducted by Kevin Tutt, the 
performance runs from 7:30 p.m. - 9 p.m. The show 
is free of admission and open to the public. To learn 
more about the ensemble, go to gvsu.edu/bands/ 
symphonic-wind-ensemble-4.htm.
gods physician 
:m and/or insign is
CLUES ACROSS
1. Father 
4. Greek |
9. Emble a 
14. Indicates near 
13. Manila hemp 
16.1836 Texas siege
17. Animal Planet
18. “Shadow Spell” author 
20. Shaking
22. Office worker
23. Hit on which the batter 
scores
24. Catastrophes
28. Extinct N.Z. ratite
29. Indicates position
30. Cracking sound
31. Medieval oboe 
33 Zurvanic priest
37. Pa's partner
38. Organization of American 
States
CLUES DOWN
1. Termination of life
2. Approval (Br. abbr.)
3. Betuddlement*
4. Visual percepts
3. Town in Southeast Ghana
6. Auricle
7. Gum arabic genus
8. DEA agents (slang)
9. Naive persons
10. Signals
11. Make gloomy
12. Greenwich Mean Time
13. Winged goddess of the 
dawn
19. Talipot palm leaf strip 
21. Cat cry 
24. Kansas 67632 
23. Roman citizen
26. Chinese silk plant
27. Bridge breadths •
31. European sole genus
39. Pearly ear shaped shell
41. Inventor Franklin
42. Atomic #3
43. Large sea snail
44. Nostrils
46. Supplements with difficulty
49. Periodic symbol for silver
50. Senior officer
51. German superhighways 
35. Bromeosin
58. White person, Hawaiian 
slang
59. Strong magnet alloy
60. Bloomberg interviewer
64. Women’s___movement
65. Cover with wood
66. Slats
67. Sick
68. Rewards (archaic)
69. Heels, pumps or loafers
70. Yes vote
32. 3 line Japanese verse form 
34. Sounding disks
33. United Nations (abbr.)
36. Unlogical
40. Exist
41. So. Am. capital est. 1960 
43, 7th C. BC King of Judah 
47. C2H6 fuel
48 Glided high
52. Cotton pods
53. Boxer Muhammad
54. Ends of a loaf of bread 
56. Very coldly
37. Titled peer of the realm
59. Arthur__, Wimbledon
champion
60. Coat per mile
61. Own (Scottish)
62. Cheer
63. Word element meaning ear
Student competition heats up for Homecoming
Laker Legacy theme brings GV history to present day
BEJEWELEO: Each year the Regent Reveal selects two winners out of the top contenders for 
The Homecoming theme this year is Laker Legacy, which will focus on GVSU history.
teams during competitions and different organizations canBY MAODIE FORSHEE
MFORSHEEOLANTHORN.COM
very fall, stu­
dents across 
campus are 
given the oppor­
tunity to show 
off their Grand Valley State 
University pride while getting 
competitive with fellow Lakers 
during Homecoming Week. 
From spirit boards to trivia to 
LipSync, this year’s Homecom­
ing is bound to be no different.
Laker Legacy is the official 
theme of this year’s Homecom­
ing, which will officially kick 
off on Oct. 6. Laker Legacy is 
a concept that was suggested 
through the Homecoming 
theme competition and devel­
oped by the Laker Traditions 
Team’s Homecoming Coor­
dinators, Brandon Fitzgerald 
and Amy Hallochak.
Fitzgerald said the theme 
was chosen to get students 
to think about what they are 
doing for both themselves 
and GVSU, as well as how 
students are preparing for 
the future - hence the Laker 
for a Lifetime idea.
Students can compete in 
Homecoming by forming 
teams through living centers, 
registered student organiza­
tions, off-campus apartments 
or through a particular ma­
jor. Teams must be registered 
by Sept. 26.
Teams will have the oppor­
tunity to create spirit boards 
for students to spot through­
out the week on campus. These 
will help students recognize the
give them a chance to show off 
their creativity and originality.
Events for organiza­
tions to compete in will be 
held throughout the week as 
well. One such activity is the 
Laker Photo Hunt, where 
teams take photos of them­
selves participating in events 
to receive points. There will 
also be a canned food drive 
where teams can earn points 
based on the amount of dona­
tions received, as well as the 
strength of their creativity.
Students are encouraged 
to check out the boxes at the 
Womens Center and to donate 
food to their favorite organiza­
tions in an effort to help them 
gain more points.
There will also be a t-shirt 
swap in the Kirkhof Center 
presented by Student Senate. 
Students can bring in an old t- 
shirt to trade it for a new shirt 
with a GVSU-inspired design.
Monday is Regent Reveal in 
the Grand River Room in Kirk­
hof at 9 p.m. The event will be 
open for students to cast their 
votes to choose a winner out 
of the top 10 contenders for 
the Homecoming crown. This 
year, there will be two gender- 
neutral Homecoming Regents.
“(Regents are) somebody 
who exemplifies Laker pride,” 
Hallochak said. “They are giv­
ing back to the community and 
helping to better Grand Valley”
Organizations across cam­
pus nominated one of its mem­
bers to be the regent. On Mon­
day night, before the reveal,
serenade the regents by singing 
and playing music for them. 
After the reveal, these organi­
zations can spread the word to 
students to help with voting.
On Tuesday, an athletic 
event will take place in the 
Kelly Family Sports Cen­
ter. There will be multiple 
courses that each team has to 
go through including a relay 
race, an anchor toss and an 
inflatable course that contains 
an inflatable wrecking ball.
“Were going back in 
time to the wrecking ball,” 
Hallochak said.
Wednesday is the Blue and 
White Trivia Bowl - a home­
coming tradition taking place 
in the Pere Marquette room 
in Kirkhof at 9 p.m. Since the 
theme of the week is about 
the past, there will not only 
be questions pertaining to 
GVSU history, but also de­
cade history, music, television 
and pop culture.
“We wanted an event that 
was mental, one that was 
physical and one that was 
creative,” Fitzgerald said.
The Homecoming concert 
will be held in the Fieldhouse 
on Oct. 9 at 8 p.m. This year, 
Spotlight Productions is bring­
ing Shawn and Marlon Way- 
ans, comedian brothers bet­
ter known for their role in the 
movie White Chicks.
Friday night is the LipSync 
competition, one of the most 
anticipated events during 
Homecoming Week. Teams 
will get to show off their cre­
the Homecoming crown.
ative sides by piecing together a 
performance that follows along 
with the Laker Legacy theme.
Both Fitzgerald and Hal­
lochak say they’re interested to 
see what people will do with 
their performances as well as 
how they will incorporate the 
Homecoming theme.
Immediately after
LipSync, points will be tal­
lied up and the winning 
team will be announced. 
Points earned throughout 
the week are based on cre­
ativity, overall involvement, 
donations and originality.
Wrapping up the week, 
GVSU will face Wayne State 
University on Saturday in 
football. Lakers are encour­
aged to wear blue and white 
to show Laker pride.
During halftime, the Re­
gent Court and the Home­
coming Regents will be 
crowned, and the top three 
Homecoming competition 
teams will be announced.
“Homecoming is the best 
opportunity for Grand Val­
ley students to show their 
spirit,” Hallochak said. 
“We’re excited to see what 
students get out of it.”
Whether students are com­
peting on a team or just at­
tending the events, there are 
many ways to get involved with 
Homecoming and show off 
what it means to be a Laker.
□ GO TO:www.gvsu.edu/stu-
denttlfe/homecoming
FOR MORE INFORMATION AND A 
FULL CALENOAR OF EVENTS
LAKER LIFE
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Expanding student resources
LGBT Resource Center establishes new alumni chapter
INCREASING INCLU8IVITY: Spreading support is one of the goals of the newly formed alumni chapter. The 
group aims to keep former GVSU LGBT students connected even after graduation.
BY COLLEEN BCHONFIELD
LAKERLIFEOLANTHORN.COM
ichigan’s predominantly 
conservative culture can 
make it hard for thriv­
ing communities, such 
as the LGBT, to gain full 
support and acceptance. In an effort to 
change that dynamic, members and 
staff of Grand Valley State University’s 
LGBT Resource Center have made it 
their mission to ensure members will 
always have a place where they can feel 
a sense of belonging. Such a milestone 
as a newly-established alumni chapter 
makes this more than possible.
Just weeks ago, the Alumni Asso­
ciation Board approved the LGBT’s 
application to create an official alumni 
chapter in hopes of ensuring that even 
after graduation, students will have a 
support network to rely on.
“For me personally, it is the desire 
to connect other Lakers in helping 
support the LGBT Resource Center 
to create literal and figurative space 
on campus and in the community 
for people to live authentic lives,” said 
LGBT Resource Center Secretary and 
Treasurer, Tony Josephson.
To attract and increase chapter 
participation, social events and net­
working opportunities will make an 
appearance between the months of
October and December to help raise 
awareness among current and future 
alumni within the LGBT community. 
In 2015, the center will sponsor and 
host guest speakers from local busi­
nesses and non-profit organizations to 
speak and meet with students.
For Colette Seguin Beighley, di­
rector of the LGBT Resource Center, 
the addition of an alumni chapter 
will help secure and maintain con­
nections for LGBT members.
“We are so thrilled to be a part 
of the development of a new LGBT 
alumni chapter,” Seguin Beighley 
said. “Our alumni each have unique 
stories and are committed to helping 
make Grand Valley an inclusive and 
supportive place for our LGBT stu­
dents, staff and faculty.”
Spreading support is one of the un­
derlying goals of the LGBT Resource 
Center, as a college environment can 
deem stressful for those struggling to 
discover themselves as well as accept­
ing others for their differences.
“I remember very clearly what it 
was like being different from almost 
everyone else and not being able to 
be myself?’ said Paul Cook, president 
of the alumni chapter. “The LGBT Re­
source Center, our Alumni Chapter 
and other similar groups can provide 
people with a safe place, a sense of be­
longing and specialized resources.”
Their mission, “to educate, support 
and empower students to lead authen­
tic lives, to challenge systems of gender 
and sexuality, and to work for social 
justice,” aims to promote a sense of 
well-being and comfort for those who 
are a part of the LGBT community.
As the resource center continues 
to develop a strong presence through­
out GVSU, members of the LGBT 
Alumni Association only hope to see 
an increase in members to maintain 
such a supportive network.
“We are a fledgling chapter, but 
our mission is to closely integrate
the outside professional resources of 
our membership to bring real world 
speakers into the academic setting to 
bridge the gap between academia, per­
sonal and professional lives to students 
while helping alumni stay actively en­
gaged with the university and LGBT 
Resource Center,” Josephson said.
Family Fun Night embraces student parents
GV offers on evening of kid-friendly activities
BY BEN BLICK
BGLICKOLANTHORN.COM
t Grand Valley State 
University, student par­
ents balance more than 
just academics, with 
childcare and work tak­
ing up much of their time. Family Fun 
Night is geared toward these students.
The event will take place in the 
Fieldhouse on Oct. 8 from 5:30 p.m. to 
7:30 p.m. and aims to provide student- 
parents a night of entertainment. Ac­
tivities will include photos, dancing, 
face painting and more.
The event is put on by the Wom­
en’s Center, the Children’s Enrich­
ment Center and the Office of Hous­
ing and Residence Life.
Jo Ann Wassenaar, associate di­
rector for the Women’s Center, said
the event is important for student 
parents and their children.
“For many, it may be the first time 
they’ve been able to have their children 
get to campus where they’re not in­
volved in a class or working,” she said. 
“It’s fun for the kids to also see where 
their parents may work or study?’
Wassenaar said she hopes this is a 
chance for student parents to be able to 
spend quality time with their children.
“When you’re working or a stu­
dent, you don’t have a lot of time, so 
we look at this as just that small break,” 
she said. “You don’t have to put any 
money out for it, you can just enjoy the 
time being with your child.”
While the event is free, Wassenaar 
said that interested parties should reg­
ister online at the Women’s Center’s 
website before attending.
Family Fun Night has been or­
ganized by the Women’s Center 
for over 10 years, and recently has 
joined forces with the Children’s En­
richment Center and the Office of 
Housing and Residence Life.
“It used to be just something the 
Women’s Center offered, but we found 
through including all these different 
departments on campus that it made 
students, faculty and staff more likely 
they would hear about it and want to 
participate in it,” Wassenaar said.
Besides offering a way for parents 
to spend time with their kids, Was­
senaar said Family Fun Night also al­
lows students, faculty and staff to meet 
and interact in a less formal setting.
“We see this as a change for ev­
eryone to interact with a diverse 
group outside of the classroom,”
she said. “So faculty and staff get to 
know the students a little better, and 
students get to know faculty and 
staff in a different setting. I think 
children are that great medium that 
brings people together, so you all 
have something in common.”
Wassenaar said juggling both 
the spheres of academics and par­
enting is a difficult one, and hav­
ing an event like this gives student 
parents a break by letting someone 
else plan evening activities.
A lot of work has gone into or­
ganizing Family Fun Night, but 
Wassemaar and others said they are 
ready for the challenge.
“I think because we’ve done 
it for 10 years now we’re used to 
knowing what we bring to the 
table and what we need to do for
that event,” Wassenaar said.
Family Fun Night is expected to 
draw anywhere from 100 to 120 stu­
dents, faculty, staff and their children.
What will make the night suc­
cessful, Wassenaar said, is how they 
designed it to be as hospitable for 
small children as possible.
“We try to make it an enjoyable, 
fast-moving time,” she said. “So at 
the end of the night when they go 
home, hopefully the little ones then 
are just ready for bed.”
GO TO:
www.gvsu.edu/women_cen/
FOR MORE INFORMATION ON THE EVENT
MARKETPLACE
FREE CLASSIFIEDS FOR STUDENTS, FACULTY 
AND STAFF some restrictions apply
FOR COMMERCIAL RATES CALL 616-331-2460
classifieds@lanthorn.com
Grand Valley Shakespeare 
Festival presents The Com­
edy of Errors: Wild West 
Style. Featuring perform­
ances September 26 - Octo­
ber 5. For tickets call the box 
office at (616) 331-2300.
Information Session at WMU 
Grand Rapids on Friday Oc­
tober 3rd. 2-3pm for Organ­
izational Learning and Per­
formance (M.A), 3-4pm for 
Master of Social Work 
M.S.W), and 4-5pm for 
ounselor Education/ Coun­
seling Psychology (M.A). 
RSVP online at 
wmich.ed/grandrapids/in- 
fosession.
8
Join 48west on October 4th 
at 12pm for the 5th annual 
FREE Rent Giveaway! Re­
gister by October 1 st at the 
leasing office, and be sure to 
bring your team of 3 or 4.
Live without regrets, learn 
without borders. Discover 
where you'll study abroad at 
usac.unr.edu and find us on 
social media @study- 
abroadusac
Only use what you need. 
Electric usage per square 
foot has decreased 5% from 
2013-2014 at Grand Valley. 
Help GVSU keep it up. 
Brought to you by Facility 
Services Energy Depart­
ment.
Stop by Boardwalk Subs in 
Standale right across the 
street from the Walker Fire 
Station Park and Ride for 
10% off a 15 inch sub when 
you use a valid student ID.
For Sale
Motman's Farm Market is 
open 8am - 7pm Monday - 
Saturday and is located 4.5 
miles west of Standale on M- 
45. Come check out the 
great prices going on right 
now for apples, pears, toma­
toes, squash and peppers! 
Also, bring your valid Stu­
dent or Faculty I D and re­
ceive 10% off your pur­
chase of 5$ or more..
Field's Fabrics in Standale 
now has Cotton and Fleece 
on sale! Great for ultra easy 
blankets, pillows, PJ's, dec­
orating, scarves, totes and 
much more! Open 9am-9pm 
Monday - Saturday. Visit us 
at shop.fieldsfabrics.com
Housing
763 Coit St NE - House for 
Rent - Belknap Neighbor­
hood. Spacious 3 Bedroom 
House, walking distance to 
GVSU and Downtown Grand 
Rapids. Newer Kitchen, Ap-
filiances, Roof, Siding and nsulation. Partially Fur­
nished. Immediate Availabil­
ity. Flexible Lease Terms. 
Tenet pays all Utilities. 
$800.00 per month. No Pets 
No Smoking. Email: shan- 
soncb@gmail.com for show­
ing appointments.
913 houseman grand rapids 
Ml. I am a student (23, fe­
male, junior, social work ma­
jor). I am looking for 
someone who is clean and 
very responsible. I also want 
someone who doesn't party 
who likes to keep a some­
what quite, comfortable,
home! This apartment is fully 
furnished except the room! I 
am looking for someone 
looking for a long term apart­
ment and roommate (at least 
12months). Move in date is 
mid December- January 1st. 
Contact me at 
kendrics@mail.gvsu.edu 
Thank you.
Entertainment
GVSU presents the 2014 
Fall Arts Celebration event. 
Free and open to the public. 
Seating is limited for every 
performance, visit us on the 
web gvsu.edu/fallarts for full 
itinerary.
New this October: Hal­
loween in Hollygrove the 
Halloween Musical Comedy 
Dinner Theater and the Hor­
ton Lake Outbreak interact­
ive 5k Zombie Obstacle 
Course every Saturday and 
Sunday October 18-26. Visit 
HalloweenlnHolly.com or 
you can call 248.634.5552 
for more information.
Female subleaser needed 
for Copper Beech town- 
home. $442/month including 
water and cable. Contact 
Sam at 586-556-2624 for 
more info!
Hi is anyone looking for a 
roommate? I am looking for 
a place to rent. Please email 
adjomahj@mail.gvsu.edu
Looking for a female room­
mate in Country Place Apart­
ments. Less than $400 a 
month! You'd be living with 
three great girls, and the 
summer is free!
Services
Prevention is Planned Par­
enthood. Text "Prevention" 
to 51555 for 10 free con­
doms. Get to know Planned 
Parenthood, visit us online at 
ppwnm.org for more inform­
ation.
The University Counseling 
Center will be hosting "De­
pression Screening Day" on 
Thursday, October 9th. Stop 
by a table, complete a 
screening and grab a free 
stress reliever. Allendale loc­
ations: KC: 10am-4pm or in 
the Rec Center from 10am- 
2pm. Grand Rapids loca­
tions: DeVos C: 10am-2pm 
in the study area or in the 
CHS Lobby from 10am-2pm
Student Org Events
Come out to KC 2270 every 
Tuesday to meet with the 
GV Fashion club to talk 
trends!
Join Spotlight Productions 
every Monday at 9pm in KC 
2270 for our General 
Assembly meetings.
Like performing? Spotlight 
Productions is hosting an­
other Open Mic Night on 
Tuesday, October 14th from 
8-1 Op in Area 51. Email con- 
certsgv@gmail.com if you 
are interested in performing!
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